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In this thesis, we first study what is the average redundancy resulting from the universal compression of a single finite-length sequence from an unknown source. In the universal compression of a source with $d$ unknown parameters, Rissanen demonstrated that the expected redundancy for regular codes is asymptotically $\frac{4}{7} \log n + o(\log n)$ for almost all sources, where $n$ is the sequence length. Clarke and Barron also derived the asymptotic average minimax redundancy for memoryless sources. The average minimax redundancy is concerned with the redundancy of the worst parameter vector for the best code. Thus, it does not provide much information about the effect of the different source parameter values. Our treatment in this thesis is probabilistic. In particular, we derive a lower bound on the probability measure of the event that a sequence of length $n$ from an FSMX source chosen using Jeffreys’ prior is compressed with a redundancy larger than a certain fraction of $\frac{4}{7} \log n$. Further, our results show that the average minimax redundancy provides a good estimate for the average redundancy of most sources for large enough $n$ and $d$. On the other hand, when the source parameter $d$ is small the average minimax redundancy overestimates the average redundancy for small to moderate length sequences. Additionally, we precisely characterize the average minimax redundancy of universal coding when the coding scheme is restricted to be from the family of two-stage codes, where we show that the two-stage assumption incurs a negligible redundancy for small and moderate length $n$ unless the number of source parameters is small. Our results, collectively, help to characterize the non-negligible redundancy resulting from the compression of small and moderate length sequences. Next, we apply these results to the compression of a small to moderate length sequence provided that the context present in a sequence
of length $\mathcal{M}$ from the same source is memorized. We quantify the achievable performance improvement in the universal compression of the small to moderate length sequence using context memorization.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This work is broadly motivated by the universal compression of a finite-length sequence from a library of finite-length sequences with similar context in storage systems. The tremendous increase in the amount of storage data has raised a great deal of interest in the compression of storage data since the removal of redundancy can significantly reduce the cost of data maintenance as well as data transmission. In many cases, however, the data consists of several small files that need to be compressed and retrieved individually, i.e., a finite-length compression problem. Moreover, different data sets may be of various natures, hence little a priori assumptions may be made regarding the probability distribution of the data, i.e., universal compression [2, 9, 13, 14, 27, 39, 42]. When an entire database is concerned, in many cases, it can be compressed to less than one tenth of its original size. However, most applications require that individual files from the database be retrieved and updated separately from the rest of the database. On the other hand, the individual file sizes may be relatively small raising the question that how effectively redundancy is removed by the universal compression of files separately. Therefore, we have two main objectives in this thesis. First, we wish to investigate the compression performance of a single finite-length sequence. We will establish that the redundancy can be very significant when a single finite-length sequence is compressed alone. Second, we aim to determine the fundamental gains achieved in the compression of a single small to moderate length sequence provided that both the encoder and the decoder have access to a memorized context from the same source. This could be possibly used to
determine the performance improvement by considering the context when compressing a library of sequences from the same source. While previous work has developed efficient clustering of data for the best compression performance for sequences from similar context (cf. [19] and the references therein), our goal is to study memorization to improve compression of the finite-length sequences.

Since Shannon’s seminal work on the analysis of communication systems [30], many researchers have contributed toward the development of source coding schemes with the code length as close as possible to the entropy of the sequence. It is well known that using a prefix-free code, the entropy of a sequence is the absolute lower bound on the expected codeword length of any stationary ergodic information source [7]. Provided that the statistics of the information source are known, Huffman block coding achieves the entropy of a sequence with a redundancy smaller than 1 bit per source symbol, where the redundancy term is due to the integer length constraint on the codewords [34,35]. However, the assumption of known source statistics fails to hold for many practical applications. We usually cannot assume a priori knowledge on the statistics of the source although we still wish to compress the unknown stationary ergodic source to its entropy rate. This is known as the universal compression problem. However, unfortunately, universality imposes an inevitable redundancy based on the richness of the class of the sources with respect to which the code is universal.

In [31], Shields showed that it is not possible to find a universal redundancy for the class of stationary ergodic sources by proving that there exists a stationary ergodic source whose redundancy rate dominates any given rate. Therefore, in this thesis, we focus our study on the fairly general class of FSMX (Finite State Machine X) sources [8, 21, 37]. The asymptotic average redundancy of FSMX sources has been investigated in the past [4, 24, 37, 38].

In the following, we describe our source model together with necessary notations and related work. Denote $\mathcal{A}$ as a finite alphabet. Let $\mathcal{A}^*$ be the set of all strings over
the alphabet $\mathcal{A}$, i.e.,
\[
\mathcal{A}^* \triangleq \bigcup_{i=0}^{\infty} \mathcal{A}^i,
\]
where $\mathcal{A}^i$ ($i > 1$) denotes the set of the strings of length $i$. We use $\mathcal{A}^0$ to represent the empty string. Further, let the context tree $T$ be defined as a finite subset of $\mathcal{A}^*$ such that for all $s \in T$, each postfix of $s$ also belongs to $T$. Let $\partial T$ be defined as
\[
\partial T \triangleq \{xs : x \in \mathcal{A}, s \in T\} \cup \mathcal{A}^0 \setminus T.
\]
Note that $\partial T$ forms a complete postfix set, i.e., no element in $\partial T$ is a postfix of another element. Assume that for all $s \in \mathcal{A}^*$, there exists a unique element in $\partial T$ that is a postfix of the $s$. Let $\tau(s)$ be this unique postfix, which we refer to as the context or state. Note that $\tau$ defines a state transition function.

Let an FSMX source $P$ be defined as an information source, in which for each context $s$ the probability of the successive character is determined by a source parameter $\theta_s$. Let $d = |\partial T|$ denote the number of the source parameters. Further, let $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_d)$ be the $d$-dimensional parameter vector associated with source $P$. We assume that the $d$ parameters are unknown and lie in the space $\Theta^d \triangleq (0, 1)^d$. Denote $\mathcal{P}^d$ as the family of sources with $d$-dimensional unknown parameter vector $\theta \in \Theta^d$. We use the notation $x^n = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in \mathcal{A}^d$ to present a sequence of length $n$ generated by the source $P$. Let $\mu_\theta$ denote the probability measure defined by the parameter vector $\theta$ on sequences of length $n$. Let $H_n(\theta)$ be the source entropy given parameter vector $\theta$, i.e.,
\[
H_n(\theta) = \mathbf{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\theta(X^n)} \right) = \sum_{x^n} \mu_\theta(x^n) \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\theta(x^n)} \right). \tag{3}
\]

In this thesis $\log(\cdot)$ always denotes the logarithm in base 2. Let $C_n : \mathcal{A}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^*$ be an injective mapping from the set $\mathcal{A}^n$ of the sequences of length $n$ over $\mathcal{A}$ to the set $\{0, 1\}^*$ of binary sequences. Further, denote $l(C_n, x^n) = l_n(x^n)$ as the regular length.

\footnote{Throughout this thesis all expectations are taken with respect to the true unknown parameter vector $\theta$.}
function that describes the codeword length associated with the sequence \( x^n \). Denote \( L_n \) as the set of all regular length functions on an input sequence of length \( n \).

Let \( r_n(l_n, \theta, x^n) \) denote the redundancy of the code with length function \( l_n \) and the parameter vector \( \theta \) on the individual sequence \( x^n \), defined as

\[
r_n(l_n, \theta, x^n) = l_n(x^n) - \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\theta(x^n)} \right).
\]

(4)

Note that the redundancy for an individual sequence \( x^n \) is not necessarily non-negative in general. Some past works [9, 32] have studied the worst-case minimax redundancy defined as

\[
r_n = \min_{l_n \in L_n} \max_{\theta \in \Theta} \max_{x^n} \{ r_n(l_n, \theta, x^n) \}.
\]

(5)

The worst-case minimax redundancy characterizes the compression for the worst-case individual sequence [4, 9, 12, 15, 18, 28, 32, 36, 37, 39, 41]. It has been shown that the leading term in \( r_n \) is asymptotically \( \frac{d}{2} \log n \). In particular, Szpankowski derived the asymptotic behavior of the worst-case minimax redundancy and precisely derived all the terms up to \( O(n^{-3/2}) \) [12]. The worst-case minimax redundancy, by definition, is a good metric whenever bad compression performance is not tolerated on any individual sequence. However, in the storage compression scenario, we are interested in reducing the average size of the stored data, and hence, the worst-case minimax redundancy would not be a good metric. We consider the average performance as opposed to the redundancy associated with the individual sequences.

Denote \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \) as the expected redundancy of the code on a sequence of length \( n \), defined as the difference between the expected codeword length and the entropy. That is

\[
R_n(l_n, \theta) = \mathbb{E} r_n(l_n, \theta, X^n) = \mathbb{E} l_n(X^n) - H_n(\theta).
\]

(6)

The expected redundancy is always non-negative. The code that asymptotically achieves the entropy rate with length function \( l_n \) would satisfy \( \frac{1}{n} R_n(l_n, \theta) \to 0 \) as \( n \to \infty \) for all \( \theta \). Rissanen demonstrated that for the universal compression
of the family $\mathcal{P}^d$ of the FSMX sources with parameter vector $\theta$, the redundancy of the codes with regular length functions $l_n$ is asymptotically lower bounded by
\[
R_n(l_n, \theta) \geq (1 - \epsilon)\frac{d}{2} \log n
\]
for all $\epsilon > 0$ and almost all parameter vector $\theta$. This asymptotic lower bound is tight since there exist coding schemes that achieve the bound asymptotically [24, 39]. This result was later extended in [14, 22] to more general classes of sources. Rissanen further proved that the redundancy for individual sequences is also asymptotically equal to the average minimax redundancy with high probability [28]. However, these results do not provide much insight on the performance of universal coding for a small to moderate length (size) sequence.

Let the maximum expected redundancy for a code with length function $l_n$ be given as
\[
R_n(l_n) = \max_{\theta \in \Theta} R_n(l_n, \theta),
\]
which may be minimized over all codes to achieve the average minimax expected redundancy [6, 10, 40]
\[
R_n = \min_{l_n \in L_n} \max_{\theta \in \Theta} R_n(l_n, \theta). \tag{7}
\]
The average minimax redundancy is concerned with the maximum redundancy over all parameter space, i.e., it describes the performance of the best code for the worst source parameter. Therefore, it does not characterize the average redundancy for all parameters, which determines the fundamental limits of compression in the above-mentioned setting. The leading term in the average minimax redundancy is asymptotically $\frac{d}{2} \log n$, similar to that of the redundancy for individual sequences and the worst-case minimax redundancy [12, 40].

In the first part of this thesis, we extend Rissanen’s probabilistic treatment of redundancy to the universal compression in finite-length regime using the two–stage and conditional two–stage codes. In [5], we considered the redundancy of the universal compression in finite-length memoryless sources for the family of two–stage codes. Although the two–stage code assumption is restrictive and incurs an extra redundancy, the constraint could be relaxed by considering the conditional two–stage codes that are optimal in the sense that they achieve the average minimax redundancy.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, after a review of the previous work, we formally state the problem of redundancy for finite-length universal compression of FSMX sources using the two–stage codes and the conditional two–stage codes. In Chapter 3, we present our main results on the average redundancy for universal compression of finite-length sequences. In Chapter 4, we tailor the main results to the class of finite-alphabet memoryless sources and restate the main results. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the significance of our results through several examples using memoryless sources as well as finite alphabet finite memory Markov sources. In Chapter 6, we present an application of our results on determining the gain of context memorization in the universal compression of finite-length sequences. Finally, the conclusion is given in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND REVIEW AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, after a brief review of the previous work, we state the finite-length redundancy problem. Let \( l_\theta^n \) denote the (non-universal) length function induced by a parameter \( \theta \in \Theta^d \). We require that the length function \( l_\theta^n \) be regular, i.e.,

\[
l_\theta^n(x^n) \geq \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\theta(x^n)} \right) \quad \forall x^n \in \mathcal{A}^n.
\]

(8)

Note that the requirement (8) is not restrictive since all codes that we know are regular [7,24].

Denote \( l_n \) as the regular length function on the input sequence of length \( n \). Denote \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \) as the expected redundancy of the universal compression of source \( P \in \mathcal{P}^d \) using the length function \( l_n \). Let \( I_n(\theta) \) be the Fisher information matrix for parameter vector \( \theta \) and a sequence of length \( n \),

\[
I_n(\theta) = \{ I^{ij}_n(\theta) \} = \frac{1}{n \log e} \mathbf{E} \left\{ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \theta_i \partial \theta_j} \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\theta(X^n)} \right) \right\}.
\]

(9)

Fisher information matrix quantifies the amount of information, on the average, that each symbol in a sample sequence of length \( n \) from the source conveys about the source parameters.

In this thesis, we assume that the following conditions hold:

1. \( \lim_{n \to \infty} I_n(\theta) \) exists and the limit is denoted by \( I(\theta) \).

2. All elements of the Fisher information matrix \( I_n(\theta) \) are continuous in \( \Theta^d \).

3. \( \int_{\Theta^d} |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta < \infty \).

4. The family \( \mathcal{P}^d \) has a minimal representation with the \( d \)-dimensional parameter vector \( \theta \).
Rissanen proved an asymptotic lower bound on the universal compression of an information sources with \( d \) parameters as \([24, 25]\):

**Fact 1**  
For all parameters \( \theta \), except in a set of asymptotically Lebesgue volume zero, we have

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{R_n(l_n, \theta)}{d \log n} \geq 1 - \epsilon, \quad \forall \epsilon > 0.
\]  
\( (10) \)

While Fact 1 describes the asymptotic fundamental limits of the universal compression of FSMX sources, it does not provide much insight for the case of finite-length \( n \). Moreover, the result excludes an asymptotically volume zero set of parameter vectors \( \theta \) that has non-zero volume for any finite \( n \).

In [6], Clarke and Barron derived the expected minimax redundancy \( R_n \) for memoryless sources, later generalized in [1] by Atteson for Markov sources, as the following:

**Fact 2**  
The average minimax redundancy is asymptotically given by

\[
R_n = \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{n}{2\pi} \right) + \log \int |I_n(\theta)|^{\frac{1}{2}} d\theta + O \left( \frac{1}{n} \right).
\]  
\( (11) \)

The average minimax redundancy characterizes the maximum redundancy over the space \( \Theta^d \) of the parameter vectors. However, it does not say much about the rest of the space of the parameter vectors. The average minimax redundancy is obtained when the parameter vector \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior, which is \( [40] \)

\[
p(\theta) = \frac{|I(\theta)|^{\frac{1}{2}}}{\int |I(\lambda)|^{\frac{1}{2}} d\lambda}.
\]  
\( (12) \)

Rissanen further proved that the redundancy for individual sequences defined in (4), except for a Lebesgue volume zero set of sequences, is asymptotically given as

\[
r_n(l_n, \theta, x^n) = \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{n}{2\pi} \right) + \log \int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{1}{2}} d\theta + O \left( \frac{1}{n} \right).
\]  
\( (13) \)

In other words, the redundancy for almost all sequences is asymptotically equal to the expected minimax redundancy, i.e., the redundancy is highly concentrated around
its mean. However, this result still does not characterize the redundancy for finite $n$. Next, we state the redundancy problem in the finite-length regime, where we will consider both two–stage and conditional two–stage codes.

### 2.1 Two–Stage Codes

In a two–stage code, the compression scheme attributes $m$ bits to identify an estimate for the unknown source parameters. Then, in the second stage of the compression, it is assumed that the source with the estimated parameter has generated the sequence. In this case, there will be $2^m$ possible estimate points in the parameter space for the identification of the source. Let $\Phi^m = \{\phi_1, ..., \phi_{2^m}\}$ denote the set of all estimate points with an $m$-bit estimation budget. Note that for all $i$, we have $\phi_i \in \Theta^d [3,17,26]$.

Denote $l^{2p}_n$ as the two–stage length function for the compression of sequences of length $n$. For each sequence $x^n$, there exists an estimate point in the set of the estimate points, i.e., $\gamma = \gamma(x^n, m) \in \Phi^m$, which is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the code length and the average redundancy. In other words, $\gamma$ is the maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown parameter in the set of the estimate parameters. That is

$$\gamma = \arg \min_{\phi_i \in \Phi^m} \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_{\phi_i}(x^n)} \right) = \arg \max_{\phi_i \in \Phi^m} \mu_{\phi_i}(x^n).$$ (14)

The two–stage universal length function for the sequence $x^n$ is then given by

$$l^{2p}_n(x^n) = m + l^*_n(x^n),$$ (15)

where $l^*_n(x^n)$ denotes the regular length function induced by the parameter $\gamma \in \Phi^m$. Let $L^{2p}_n$ be the set of all two–stage codes that could be described as in (15). Further denote $\mu_{\gamma}(x^n)$ as the probability measure induced by $\gamma$.

Increasing the bit budget $m$ for the identification of the unknown source parameters results in an exponential growth in the number of estimate points, and hence, smaller $l^*_n(x^n)$ on the average due to the more accurate estimation of the unknown source parameter vector. On the other hand, $m$ directly appears as part of the
compression overhead in (15). Therefore, it is desirable to find the optimal \( m \) that minimizes the total expected codeword length, which is \( \mathbb{E} l_{n}^{2p}(X^n) = m + \mathbb{E} l_{n}^{*}(X^n) \).

Since we assumed the code is regular, we may use (8) to bound the average redundancy of two–stage codes

\[
R_n(l_{n}^{2p}, \theta) \geq m + \mathbb{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_{\gamma}(X^n)} \right) - H_n(\theta). \tag{16}
\]

Our goal in Sec. 3.1 is to better characterize the lower bound on the universal compression of two–stage codes in (16) in the small to moderate length regime.

Further, let \( R_{n}^{2p} \) denote the average minimax redundancy of the two–stage codes, i.e.,

\[
R_{n}^{2p} = \min_{l_{n}^{2p} \in \mathcal{L}_{n}^{2p}} \max_{\theta \in \Theta} R_n(l_{n}^{2p}, \theta). \tag{17}
\]

In Sec. 3.3, we precisely derive \( R_{n}^{2p} \).

### 2.2 Conditional Two–Stage Codes

In a two–stage code, we already have some knowledge about the sequence \( x^n \) through the optimally estimated parameter \( \gamma(x^n) \) (maximal likelihood estimation) that can be leveraged for encoding \( x^n \) using the length function \( l_{n}^{*}(x^n) \). The two–stage length function in (15) defines an incomplete coding, which is not optimal in the sense that it does not achieve the optimal compression among all regular length functions. Further, it does not achieve the average minimax redundancy of the regular codes [5, 17]. Conditioned on \( \gamma(x^n) \), the length of the codeword for \( x^n \) may be further decreased [26].

Let \( S_{m}(\gamma) \) be the collection of all \( x^n \) for which the optimally estimated parameter is \( \gamma \), i.e.,

\[
S_{m}(\gamma) \triangleq \{ x^n \in \mathcal{A}^n : \mu_{\gamma}(x^n) \geq \mu_{\phi_i}(x^n) \ \forall \phi_i \in \Phi_{m} \}. \tag{18}
\]

Further, let \( A_{m}(\gamma) \) denote the total probability measure of all sequences in the set \( S_{m}(\gamma) \), i.e.,

\[
A_{m}(\gamma) = \sum_{x^n \in S_{m}(\gamma)} \mu_{\gamma}(x^n). \tag{19}
\]
Thus, the knowledge of $\gamma(x^n)$ in fact changes the probability distribution of the sequence. Denote $\mu_\gamma(x^n|x^n \in S_m(\gamma))$ as the conditional probability measure of $x^n$ given $\gamma$, i.e., the probability distribution that is normalized to $A_m(\gamma)$. That is

$$\mu_\gamma(x^n|x^n \in S_m(\gamma)) = \frac{\mu_\gamma(x^n)}{A_m(\gamma)}.$$\hspace{1cm}(20)

Note that $\mu_\gamma(x^n|x^n \in S_m(\gamma)) \geq \mu_\gamma(x^n)$ due to the fact that $A_m(\gamma) \leq 1$. Let $l_n^\gamma(x^n|x^n \in S_m(\gamma))$ be the codeword length corresponding to the conditional probability distribution, which is decreased to $E \log \left( \frac{A_m(\gamma(x^n))}{\mu_\gamma(x^n)} \right)$. Denote $l_n^{c2p}$ as the conditional two-stage length function for the compression of sequences of length $n$ using the normalized maximum likelihood, which is given by

$$l_n^{c2p} = m + l_n^\gamma(x^n|x^n \in S_m(\gamma)).$$\hspace{1cm}(21)

Therefore, the average redundancy of the conditional two-stage scheme is lower bounded as

$$R_n(l_n^{c2p}, \theta) \geq m + E \log \left( \frac{A_m(\gamma(X_n))}{\mu_\gamma(X_n)} \right) - H_n(\theta).$$\hspace{1cm}(22)

Denote $L_n^{c2p}$ as the set of the conditional two-stage codes that are described using (21). Let $R_n^{c2p}$ denote the average minimax redundancy of the conditional two-stage codes, i.e.,

$$R_n^{c2p} = \min_{l_n^{c2p} \in L_n^{c2p}} \max_{\theta \in \Theta} R_n(l_n^{c2p}, \theta).$$\hspace{1cm}(23)

Rissanen demonstrated that this conditional version of two-stage codes is in fact optimal in the sense that it achieves the average minimax redundancy [28]. In other words, $R_n^{c2p} = R_n$, where $R_n$ is the average minimax redundancy of the regular codes in (11). In Chapter 3.4, our goal is to investigate the performance of the conditional two-stage codes using (22). In particular, we derive a lower bound on the average redundancy for the compression of FSMX sources using regular conditional two-stage codes.
CHAPTER III

MAIN RESULTS ON THE REDUNDANCY

In Chapter 3.1, we present a lower bound on the redundancy for the universal compression of two-stage codes. In Chapter 3.2, we prove the main result. In Chapter 3.3, we precisely characterize the average minimax redundancy for two-stage codes. In Chapter 3.4, we drop the two-stage assumption on the length function and extend the main result on the average redundancy to the conditional two-stage sources.

3.1 Two-Stage Code Redundancy

In this section, we restrict the code to the set of two-stage length functions, i.e., \( l_2^p \in L_2^n \). The two-stage assumption asymptotically incurs an extra redundancy in the compression. We derive a lower bound on the probability of the event that \( P \) is compressed with redundancy greater than the redundancy level \( R_0 \) for finite-length \( n \). In other words, we find a lower bound on \( \Pr[R_n(l_2^p, \theta) > R_0] \). Let

\[
\Gamma(x) = \int_0^\infty t^{x-1} e^{-t} \, dt
\]

(24)

denote Euler’s gamma function.

Theorem 1 Consider the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources \( \mathcal{P}^d \) with the parameter vector \( \theta \) that follows Jeffreys’ prior. Let \( \epsilon \) be a real number. Then,

\[
\Pr \left[ \frac{R_n(l_2^p, \theta)}{\log n} \geq 1 - \epsilon \right] \geq 1 - \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{1/2} d\theta} \left( \frac{d}{en^\epsilon} \right)^{d/2},
\]

(25)

where \( C_d \) is the volume of the \( d \)-dimensional unit ball, which is

\[
C_d = \frac{\Gamma(d/2)^d}{\Gamma(d/2 + 1)}.
\]

(26)
As we shall see in the following, the proof of Theorem 1 is constructive, and hence, the lower bound is indeed tight and achievable.

### 3.2 Proof of Theorem 1

To prove Theorem 1, first, we rewrite (16) as

\[
R_n(l_{2p}^n, \theta) \geq m + E \log \left( \frac{\mu_\theta(X^n)}{\mu_\gamma(X^n)} \right). \tag{27}
\]

In order to bound the average redundancy in (27), we use the following lemma

**Lemma 1**

\[
E \log \left( \frac{\mu_\theta(X^n)}{\mu_\gamma(X^n)} \right) = D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta) + O\left(2^{-D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta)}\right), \tag{28}
\]

where \(\beta\) is defined as

\[
\beta \triangleq \arg \min_{\phi_i \in \Phi^m} D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_{\phi_i}), \tag{29}
\]

and

\[
D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta) = E \log \left( \frac{\mu_\theta(x^n)}{\mu_\beta(x^n)} \right). \tag{30}
\]

**Proof:** See Appendix A. \(\blacksquare\)

Note that \(D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta)\) is the non-negative Kullback–Leibler divergence between the probability measures \(\mu_\theta\) and \(\mu_\beta\). We use a probabilistic treatment in order to bound \(D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta)\) for a certain fraction of the source parameters. We assume that the parameter vector \(\theta\) follows Jeffreys’ prior. This distribution is particularly interesting since it results in uniform convergence of redundancy over the space of the parameter vectors and hence the achievement of the average minimax expected redundancy \([20, 40]\).

In order to bound the average redundancy \(R_n(l_{2p}^n, \theta)\), in the following, we find an upper bound on the Lebesgue measure of the volume defined by \(\frac{1}{n}D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta) < \delta\) in the \(d\)-dimensional space of \(\theta\). Since \(\beta \in \Phi^m\), the total probability measure of
the volume defined by \( \min_{\phi_i \in \Phi^m} \frac{1}{n} D_n(\theta || \phi_i) < \delta \) may be upper bounded as well. This represents the total measure of the sources that have a small redundancy, i.e., it provides us with a lower bound on the probability measure of the sources with \( R_n(l_{2p}, \theta) \geq \delta \).

**Lemma 2** Assume that the parameter vector \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior. Then,

\[
P \left[ \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) < \delta \right] \leq \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\delta}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}.
\]  

(31)

Further, we have

\[
P \left[ \min_i \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_{\phi_i}) < \delta \right] \leq 2^m \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\delta}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}.
\]  

(32)

**Proof:** See Appendix B. ■

Lemma 2 states that the probability of the event that \( \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) < \delta \) does not depend on \( \beta \) when \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior. Further, the probability of the event \( P[\min_i \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_{\phi_i}) < \delta] \) is only a function of \( m \). In fact, it is independent of the choice of the points in \( \Phi^m \) in the space of \( \theta \), as long as the points are chosen far apart so that the probability measures of the sources that are covered by each point do not overlap. We are now equipped to prove the main result given in Theorem 1.

**Proof of Theorem 1:** Note that for all values of \( m \), using Lemma 1, we can rewrite (27) as:

\[
R_n(l_{2p}, \theta) \geq \min_{\phi_i \in \Phi^m} \{ m + D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_{\phi_i}) \} + O \left( 2^{-D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta)} \right).
\]  

(33)

As we shall see, \( D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) = O(\log n) \), and hence, the error term is \( O \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \), which is negligible compared to the main term. Therefore,

\[
P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_{2p}, \theta)}{\frac{d}{2} \log n} \leq 1 - \epsilon \right]
\]  

(34)

\[
\leq P \left[ \min_i \{ m + D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_{\phi_i}) \} \leq (1 - \epsilon) \frac{d}{2} \log n \right]
\]  

(35)
\[
P \left[ \min_i \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_i \| \mu_\theta) \right] \leq (1 - \epsilon) \frac{d}{2n} \log n - \frac{m}{n}, \tag{36}
\]

\[
\leq \left\{ 2^m \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\delta(m)}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}} \right\}. \tag{37}
\]

The last inequality is obtained using Lemma 2. Here, \( \delta(m) \) is given by

\[
\delta(m) = (1 - \epsilon) \frac{d}{2n} \log n - \frac{m}{n}. \tag{38}
\]

The inequality in (37) holds for all values of \( m \). We can minimize the right hand side to find an upper bound that is independent of the value of \( m \):

\[
P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_2p, \theta)}{\frac{d}{2} \log n} \leq 1 - \epsilon \right]
\leq \min_m \left\{ 2^m \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\delta(m)}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}} \right\}. \tag{39}
\]

Carrying out the minimization in (37) leads to the optimal value of \( m \), denoted by \( m_{op} \):

\[
m_{op} = (1 - \epsilon) \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{n}{e} \right). \tag{40}
\]

Using \( m_{op} \) in (39), the desired result in Theorem 1 is obtained.

\[ \square \]

### 3.3 Average Minimax Redundancy of Two–Stage Codes

In this section, we characterize the average minimax redundancy when the coding scheme is restricted to be from the family of two–stage codes. The following Theorem is the main result in this section.

**Theorem 2** In the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources \( \mathcal{P}^d \), the average minimax redundancy of two–stage codes is obtained by

\[
R_n^{2p} = R_n + g(d) + O \left( \frac{1}{n} \right). \tag{41}
\]

Here, \( R_n \) is the average minimax redundancy defined in (11) and \( g(d) \) is the two–stage penalty term given by

\[
g(d) = \log \Gamma \left( \frac{d}{2} + 1 \right) - \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{d}{2e} \right). \tag{42}
\]
Proof: Let $F(n, d, \theta, \epsilon) \triangleq \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{d}{en^\epsilon} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}$. Denote $R_\epsilon \triangleq (1 - \epsilon) \frac{d}{2} \log n$ as a redundancy level. Then, according to Theorem 1, for any $\epsilon$ such that $1 - F(n, d, \theta, \epsilon) > 0$, $R_\epsilon$ is a lower bound on the maximum redundancy. This is due to the fact that $P[R_n(l_n, \theta) > R_\epsilon] > 0$, i.e., there exists at least one parameter $\theta$ such that $R_n(l_n, \theta) > R_\epsilon$. Moreover, note that the average minimax redundancy is achieved when the parameters follow Jeffreys’ prior [6,20]. Therefore, the maximum redundancy in our case is the average minimax redundancy and we have $R_n^{2p} > R_\epsilon$. Note that as described in Sec. 3.2, the lower bound in Theorem 1 is tight and achievable. If we minimize $\epsilon$ (maximize $R_\epsilon$) with the constraint that $F(n, d, \theta, \epsilon) < 1$, we get the tightest lower bound on the average minimax redundancy as

$$R_n^{2p} = \frac{d}{2} \log n - \log C_d + \log \int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta - \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{d}{e} \right),$$

(43)

Theorem 2 is inferred if $C_d$ is substituted from (26) in 43.  

3.4 Conditional Two–Stage Code Redundancy

Thus far, we established a lower bound on the average redundancy for the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources when the coding scheme is restricted to the two–stage codes. Now, we relax this constraint and obtain the lower bound on the average redundancy of universal compression for conditional two–stage coding.

**Theorem 3** Assume that the parameter vector $\theta$ follows Jeffreys’ prior in the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources $P^d$. Let $\epsilon$ be a real number. Then,

$$P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta)}{\frac{d}{2} \log n} \geq 1 - \epsilon \right] \geq 1 - \frac{1}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\pi}{n^\epsilon} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}. $$

(44)

Note that it is straightforward to deduce Fact 1 for the case of conditional two–stage codes from Theorem 3 for $\epsilon > 0$ by letting $n \to \infty$. The key in the proof of Theorem 3
is the following lemma that upper bounds the saving achieved by using the conditional two-stage codes.

**Lemma 3** The penalty term in the redundancy of the two-stage coding is upper bounded as

\[
R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta) - R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta) \leq g(d) + O\left(\frac{1}{n}\right). \tag{45}
\]

**Proof:** See Appendix C

We may now prove Theorem 3.

**Proof of Theorem 3:** First note that according to Lemma 3, we have

\[
R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta) \leq R_n(l_n, \theta) + g(d) + O\left(\frac{1}{n}\right). \tag{46}
\]

The \(O\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)\) term is much smaller than the main term \(R_n(l_n, \theta)\), which is \(O(\log n)\) and could be ignored even in the small to moderate \(n\) regime. Thus,

\[
P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta) + g(d)}{\frac{d}{2} \log n} \geq 1 - \hat{\epsilon} \right] \\
\geq P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta)}{\frac{d}{2} \log n} \geq 1 - \hat{\epsilon} \right] \\
\geq 1 - \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{d}{\epsilon n^{\hat{\epsilon}}} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}, \tag{47}
\]

where the second inequality is due to Theorem 1, for any \(\hat{\epsilon}\). Now, the desired result is then achieved if we set \(\epsilon\) such that

\[
(1 - \epsilon)\frac{d}{2} \log n = (1 - \hat{\epsilon})\frac{d}{2} \log n - g(d).
\]

\[\blacksquare\]
CHAPTER IV

MEMORYLESS SOURCES

In this section, we tailor the results for the class of memoryless sources due to the importance of memoryless information sources. Further, we highlight some of the intermediate results. The proofs for the material in this section may be found in [5]. Let $\mathcal{M}_0$ denote the family of memoryless sources. Denote the alphabet as $\mathcal{A}$ and let $k = |\mathcal{A}|$ be the alphabet size. Let $\theta = (\theta_1, ..., \theta_k)$ be the parameter vector, where $\theta_j = \mathbb{P}[X = \alpha_j]$ and $\sum_j \theta_j = 1$. Note that the parameters live in a $(k-1)$-dimensional simplex, i.e., $d = k - 1$. Let $r_i$ count the appearance of symbol $\alpha_i$ in sequence $x^n$. Let $f_i$ denote the empirical mass function for the symbol $\alpha_i$, i.e., $f_i = r_i/n$. Then, the probability measure $\mu_\theta$ over a memoryless source with parameter vector $\theta$ is

$$
\mu_\theta(x^n) = \mathbb{P}[X^n = x^n|\theta] = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \theta_i^{r_i}.
$$

(48)

Let $\Phi^m$ denote the set of $2^m$ estimate points. Further, let $\gamma = (\gamma_1, ..., \gamma_k) \in \Phi^m$ denote the optimal estimated point for the sequence $x^n$. Then, the probability measure defined by $\gamma$ is

$$
\mu_\gamma(x^n) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \gamma_i^{r_i}.
$$

(49)

In the following, we state the main results on the compression of finite-alphabet memoryless sources:

**Corollary 1** Consider the universal compression of the family of memoryless sources $\mathcal{M}_0$. Assume that the parameter vector $\theta$ follows Jeffreys’ prior. Let $\epsilon$ be a real number. Then,

$$
P \left[ \frac{R_n(l_{2p}^n, \theta)}{\frac{k-1}{2} \log n} \geq 1 - \epsilon \right] \geq 1 - \left( \frac{k-1}{en\epsilon} \right)^{\frac{k-1}{2}} B_k,
$$

(50)
where

\[ B_k = \frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}{\Gamma\left(\frac{k+1}{2}\right)} \sqrt{\frac{1}{\pi}}. \]  

(51)

Note that \( B_k \approx \sqrt{\frac{2}{kn}} \) for \( k \gg 2 \). Although Corollary 1 can be directly obtained from Theorem 1, some of the intermediate results are insightful and could be simplified in this case. In the following, we highlight the important steps in the proof, where we introduce simple notation for some of the previously defined quantities. In the case of the memoryless sources, the entropy could be rewritten as

\[ H_n(\theta) = nH(\theta) = nE_k \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i \log \left( \frac{1}{\theta_i} \right). \]  

(52)

We can further simplify (16) to

\[ R_n(l^2p, \theta) \geq m + nE_k \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i \log \left( \frac{\theta_i}{\gamma_i(X^n)} \right). \]  

(53)

In order to bound the average redundancy in (53), in the following, we find a lower bound on \( E_k \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i \log \frac{\theta_i}{\gamma_i(X^n)} \). Note that this term implicitly depends on \( m \) since \( \gamma \) is a function of \( m \). Let \( \beta \) be defined as

\[ \beta = \arg \min_{\phi_i} D(\theta||\phi_i). \]  

(54)

Then, we have the following.

\[ E_k \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i \log \left( \frac{\theta_i}{\gamma_i(X^n)} \right) \geq D(\theta||\beta) + O \left( \frac{1}{n^2} \right), \]  

(55)

where

\[ D(x||y) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} x_j \log \left( \frac{x_j}{y_j} \right). \]  

(56)

This is directly resulted from Lemma 1. In the case of memoryless sources, Jeffreys’ prior for the parameter vector \( \theta \) is given by

\[ p(\theta) = \frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}{\Gamma\left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^k} \prod_{j=1}^{k} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\theta_j}}, \]  

(57)
where \( \Gamma(\cdot) \) is Euler’s gamma function defined in (24). This is in fact the \( (\frac{1}{2}, \ldots, \frac{1}{2}) \) Dirichlet distribution.

Further, the square root of the determinant of the Fisher information matrix may be analytically integrated to be

\[
\int_{\Theta} |I(\theta)|^{\frac{1}{2}} d\theta = \frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^k}{\sqrt{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}}.
\]

(58)

This analytical integration enables us to further simplify the main results in the following.

In order to bound the average redundancy \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \), we would need an upper bound on the Lebesgue measure of the volume defined by \( D(\theta||\gamma) < \delta \) in the \((k-1)\)-dimensional simplex of \( \theta \). According to Lemma 2, we have

\[
P[D(\theta||\gamma) < \delta] \leq \frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}{\Gamma\left(\frac{k+1}{2}\right)} \sqrt{\frac{1}{\pi}} \left(\frac{2\delta}{\log e}\right)^{\frac{k-1}{2}}.
\]

(59)

Further,

\[
P\left[\min_{\phi_i \in \Phi^n} D(\theta||\phi_i) < \delta\right] \leq 2^m \frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}{\Gamma\left(\frac{k+1}{2}\right)} \sqrt{\frac{1}{\pi}} \left(\frac{2\delta}{\log e}\right)^{\frac{k-1}{2}}.
\]

(60)

The rest of the proof could be carried out following the lines of the proof of Theorem 1.

In [6], Clarke and Barron demonstrated that the expected minimax redundancy \( R_n \) for the memoryless sources is asymptotically given by

\[
R_n = \frac{k-1}{2} \log \left(\frac{n}{2\pi}\right) + \log \left(\frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^k}{\Gamma\left(\frac{k}{2}\right)}\right) + O\left(\frac{1}{n}\right).
\]

(61)

Using Theorem 2, the average minimax redundancy for the two-stage codes for the case of the memoryless sources could be rewritten as follows.

**Corollary 2** *In the universal compression of the family of memoryless sources \( \mathcal{M}_0 \), the average minimax redundancy of two-stage codes is obtained by

\[
R_{2p}^{2p} = R_n + \log \Gamma\left(\frac{k+1}{2}\right) - \log \left(\frac{k-1}{2e}\right).
\]

(62)*

where \( R_n \) is the average minimax redundancy for memoryless sources defined in (61).
Theorem 2 gives the extra redundancy due to the two-stage coding of the memoryless sources.

In the following, we present Theorem 3 for the special case of the memoryless sources.

**Corollary 3** Assume that the parameter vector $\theta$ follows Jeffreys’ prior in the universal compression of the family of memoryless sources $\mathcal{M}_0$. Let $\epsilon$ be a real number. Then,

$$
\mathbb{P} \left[ \frac{R_n(l_n, \theta)}{\frac{k-1}{2} \log n} \geq 1 - \epsilon \right] \geq 1 - \frac{\Gamma \left( \frac{k}{2} \right)}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left( \frac{2}{n^\epsilon} \right)^{\frac{k-1}{2}}.
$$

(63)
CHAPTER V

ELABORATION ON THE RESULTS

In this section, we elaborate on the significance of our results. In Chapter 5.1, we demonstrate that the average minimax redundancy underestimates the performance of source coding in the small to moderate length \( n \) for sources with small \( d \). In Chapter 5.2, we compare the performance of two-stage codes with conditional two-stage codes. We show that the penalty term of two-stage coding is negligible for sources with large \( d \) as well as for the sequences of long \( n \). In Chapter 5.3, we demonstrate that as the number of source parameters grow, the minimax redundancy well estimates the performance of the source coding. In Chapter 5.4, we show that the redundancy is significant in the compression of small to medium length sequences with large number of parameters.

5.1 Redundancy in Finite-Length Sequences with Small \( d \)

In Figures 1 and 2, the \( x \)-axis denotes a fraction \( P_0 \) and the \( y \)-axis represents a redundancy level \( R_0 \). The solid curves demonstrate the derived lower bound on the average redundancy of the conditional two-stage codes \( R_0 \) as a function of the fraction \( P_0 \) of the sources with redundancy larger than \( R_0 \), i.e., \( P[R_n(t^{2p}_n, \theta) \geq R_0] \geq P_0 \). In other words, at least a fraction \( P_0 \) of the sources that are chosen from Jeffreys’ prior have an expected redundancy that is greater than \( R_0 \).

First, we consider a ternary memoryless information source denoted by \( \mathcal{M}_3 \). Let \( k \) be the alphabet size, where \( k = 3 \). This source may be parameterized using two parameters, i.e., \( d = 2 \). The unknown parameter vector is chosen from Jeffreys’ prior in all of the examples. In Fig. 1, our results are compared to the average minimax redundancy, i.e., \( R_n \) from (11). Since the conditional two-stage codes achieve the
minimax redundancy of the regular codes, $R_n$ is in fact the average minimax redundancy for the conditional two-stage codes ($R^{c2p}_n$) as well. The results are presented in bits. As shown in Fig. 1, at least 40% of ternary memoryless sequences of length $n = 32$ ($n = 128$) may not be compressed beyond a redundancy of 4.26 (6.26) bits. Also, at least 60% of ternary memoryless sequences of length $n = 32$ ($n = 128$) may not be compressed beyond a redundancy of 3.67 (5.68) bits. Note that as $n \to \infty$, the average redundancy approaches the average minimax redundancy for most sources.

Further, let $\mathcal{M}^{2}_1$ denote a binary first-order Markov source ($d = 2$). We present the finite-length compression results in Fig. 2 for different values of sequence length $n$. The values of $n$ are chosen such that they are almost $\log(3)$ times the values of $n$ for the ternary memoryless source in the first example. This choice has been made to equate the amount of information in the two sequences from $\mathcal{M}^{3}_0$ and $\mathcal{M}^{2}_1$.

Figure 1: Average redundancy of the conditional two-stage codes (Cond. Two-Stage) and the average minimax redundancy (Minimax) as a function of the fraction of sources $P_0$ with $R_n(l_c^{2p}, \theta) > R_0$. Memoryless source $\mathcal{M}^{3}_0$ with $k = 3$ and $d = 2$. 

$P[R_n(l_c^{2p}, \theta) \geq R_0] \geq P_0$
Figure 2: Average redundancy of the conditional two–stage codes (Cond. Two–Stage) and the average minimax redundancy (Minimax) as a function of the fraction of sources $P_0$ with $R_n(l_{n}^{2p}, \theta) > R_0$. First-order Markov source $\mathcal{M}_1^2$ with $k = 2$ and $d = 2$, allowing a fair comparison. For example, a sequence of length $n = 8$ from source $\mathcal{M}_3^0$, consisted of 8 ternary symbols, is equivalent to 8 log(3) bits of information that is almost equivalent to 12 bits in $\mathcal{M}_1^2$.

Figure 2 shows that the average minimax redundancy of two–stage codes for the case of $n = 12$ is given as $R_{12} \approx 2.794$ bits. Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2, we conclude that the average redundancy of universal compression for a binary first-order Markov source is very similar to that of the ternary memoryless source, suggesting that $d$ is the most important parameter in determining the redundancy of finite-length sources. This subtle difference becomes even more negligible as $n \to \infty$ since the dominating factor of redundancy for both cases approaches to $\frac{d}{2} \log n$.

As demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2, there is a significant gap between the known
result by the average minimax redundancy and the finite-length results obtained in this thesis when a high fraction $P_0$ of the sources is concerned. Hence, for many sources, the average minimax redundancy overestimates the average redundancy in universal source coding of finite-length sequences where the number of the parameters is small. In other words, the compression performance of a high fraction of finite-length sources would be better than that of the average minimax redundancy estimate.

### 5.2 Two–Stage Codes Vs Conditional Two–Stage Codes

We now compare the finite-length performance of the two–stage codes with the conditional two–stage codes on the class of binary memoryless source $\mathcal{M}_0^2$ with $k = 2$ ($d = 1$). The results are presented in Figure 3. The solid line (dotted line) demonstrates the lower bound for the two–stage codes (conditional two–stage codes). As
can be seen, the gap between the achievable compression using two–stage codes and that of the conditional two–stage codes constitutes a significant fraction of the average redundancy for small \( n \). For a Bernoulli source, the average minimax redundancy of the two–stage code is given in (62) as

\[
R_{2p}^n = R_n + \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{\pi e}{2} \right) \approx R_n + 1.048. \tag{64}
\]

The average minimax redundancy of two–stage codes for the case of \( n = 8 \) is given as \( R_{2p}^8 \approx 2.86 \) bits while that of the conditional two–stage codes (i.e., all regular codes) is \( R_8 \approx 1.82 \). Thus, the two–stage codes incur an extra compression overhead of more than 50% for \( n = 8 \).

In Theorem 2, we derived that the extra redundancy \( g(d) \) incurred by the two–stage assumption. We further use Stirling’s approximation for sources with large number of parameters in order to show the asymptotic behavior of \( g(d) \) as \( d \to \infty \).
Figure 5: Average redundancy of the conditional two–stage codes (Cond. Two–Stage) and the average minimax redundancy (Minimax) as a function of the fraction of sources $P_0$ with $R_0(t_{2p}, \theta) > R_0$. First-order Markov source with $k = 256$ and $d = 65280$. The sequence length $n$ is measured in bytes ($B$).

That is, asymptotically, we have

$$g(d) = \frac{1}{2} \log (\pi d) + o(1). \quad (65)$$

Note that $o(1)$ denotes a function of $d$ and not $n$ here. As demonstrated in Figure 4, $g(d)$ is increasing logarithmically with $d$ as $d \to \infty$. Finally, we must note that the main term of redundancy in $R_n$ is $\frac{d}{2} \log n$, which is linear in $d$, but the penalty term $g(d)$ is logarithmic in $d$. Hence, the effect of the two–stage assumption becomes negligible for the families of sources with larger $d$.

5.3 **Redundancy in Finite-Length Sequences with Large $d$**

The results of this thesis can be used to quantify the significance of redundancy in finite-length compression. We consider a first-order Markov source with alphabet size
**Figure 6:** The Lower bound on compression for at least 95% of the sources as a function of sequence length $n$.

$k = 256$. We intentionally picked this alphabet size as it is a common practice to use the byte as a source symbol. This source may be represented using $d = 256 \times 255 = 62580$ parameters. In Figure 5, the achievable redundancy is demonstrated for four different values of $n$. Here, again the redundancy is measured in bits. The curves are almost flat when $d$ and $n$ are very large validating our results that the average minimax redundancy provides a good estimate on the achievable compression for most sources. The sequence length in this example is presented in bytes $(B)$. We observe that for $n = 256kB$, we have $R_n(l_n, \theta) \geq 100,000$ bits for most sources. Further, the extra redundancy due to the two–stage coding $g(d) \approx 8.8$ bits, which is a negligible fraction of the redundancy of 100,000 bits.
5.4 Significance of Redundancy in Finite-Length Compression

Figure 6 demonstrates the average number of bits per symbol required to compress the class of the first-order Markov sources whose entropy rates are 1 bit per source symbol (per byte). We have chosen this value since many practical sources have an entropy rate that is smaller than 1 bit per source symbol. The dashed curve demonstrates the lower bound on the achievable compression for at least 95% of the sources, i.e., at least 95% of the sources from this class may not be compressed with a redundancy smaller than the dashed curve. The solid curve denotes the entropy rate of the source. As can be seen, the compression overhead is 38%, 16%, 5.5%, 1.7%, and 0.5% for sequences of lengths 256kB, 1MB, 4MB, 16MB, and 64MB, respectively. Hence, we conclude that redundancy may be significant for the compression of small sequences of length up to 1MB. On the other hand, redundancy is negligible for sequences of length 64MB and higher.
CHAPTER VI

APPLICATION: CHARACTERIZING CONTEXT

MEMORIZATION GAIN

In this section, we use the results we developed thus far to characterize the achievable improvement due to the context memorization when compressing a small or moderate size sequence from the same source. In Chapter 6.1, we present the problem setup for the context memorization gain followed by the review of the existing results that we need in the derivation of our main results. In Chapter 6.2, we present our main results on the gain. In Chapter 6.3, we demonstrate the significance of our results.

6.1 Problem Setup and Background

Thus far, we established a lower bound on the average redundancy in the universal compression of a single finite-length sequence. We learned that, on the average, significant redundancy is present when a single finite-length sequence is compressed. In this section, we consider a new scenario in which the source encoder wishes to compress a single finite-length sequence. However, we assume that the encoder (and hence the decoder) has already visited, i.e., compressed, another sequence from the same context, i.e., generated by the same information source. We refer to this new scenario as compression with context memory. Further, we assume that the problem is a universal compression problem and the context is unknown a priori, i.e., the parameter vector of the information source is unknown. While relevant, this problem of compressing a sequence with context memorization is different from those addressed by the distributed source coding techniques that are concerned with multiple sources sending correlated information to the same destination [16, 23, 29, 33]. Instead, we
with to establish the fundamental benefits of context memorization in the universal compression of a single small or moderate length sequence from the same context (originating from the same source).

Let \( x^n \) be a sequence of length \( n \) from the FSMX source \( P \) that is to be compressed. Further, assume that \( y^M \) is a sequence of length \( M \) from the same source \( P \). Note that we assume that the sequences \( x^n \) and \( y^M \) are samples from the statistically independent random sequences \( X^n \) and \( Y^M \) generated by \( P \). By context memorization, we mean that both the encoder and the decoder have already visited the sequence \( y^M \).

Our goal is to investigate the fundamental benefits of context memorization in the universal compression of the finite-length sequence \( x^n \). In particular, we show that although \( X^n \) and \( Y^M \) are independent given that the source model is known, context memorization can indeed result in the reduction of the expected length of the codeword associated with \( x^n \), i.e., better compression of an individual sequence of length \( n \) on the average. This seemingly counter intuitive phenomenon is due to the fact that the source model is unknown a priori and the compression is universal. Therefore, the sequence \( y^M \) indeed contains useful information about the unknown source parameters, that can be used in the compression of \( x^n \).

As an example, consider the extreme case when \( M \to \infty \). In this case, the sequence \( y^M \) exactly determines the unknown source parameters. The fact that both encoder and the decoder have access to \( y^M \) simply means that both the encoder and the decoder exactly know the source parameters, and hence, the problem reduces to coding of \( x^n \) with known source parameters. Consequently, the sequence \( x^n \) can be efficiently compressed with a redundancy smaller than 1 bit, e.g., using a Huffman code, as opposed to the redundancy of about \( \frac{d}{2} \log n \) of the universal compression of a source with \( d \) unknown parameters.

In order to demonstrate the benefits of context memorization, we will compare
two schemes:

- Comp (Universal compression of an individual sequence with no context memorization), which applies a sole universal compression on a sequence without using context memorization.

- CompCM (Universal compression of an individual sequences with context memorization), which assumes that the encoder and decoder have access to a memorized context and utilizes the context when compressing $x^n$.

In what follows, we obtain the context memorization gain for the conditional two-stage codes. Therefore, the performance of Comp may be characterized by the expected redundancy of the conditional two-stage coding, $R_n(l_n^{2p}, \theta)$. For the ease of notation, we drop the notation $c2p$ although all the results in this section are derived for conditional two-stage codes. In the case of CompCM, let $l_{n|M}$ be the regular length function with the context memorization, where the encoder and the decoder have access to a memorized context $y^M$. Further, denote $R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta)$ as the expected redundancy of encoding a sequence of length $n$ form the source with parameter vector $\theta$ using the length function $l_{n|M}$, i.e., with context memorization. The average redundancy of CompCM is given by

$$R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta) = \mathbb{E}l_{n|M}(X^n) - H_n(\theta). \quad (66)$$

Let $Q(l_n, l_{n|M}, \theta)$ be defined as the ratio of the expected codeword length of Comp to that of CompCM as

$$Q(l_n, l_{n|M}, \theta) \triangleq \frac{\mathbb{E}l_n(X^n)}{\mathbb{E}l_{n|M}(X^n)} = \frac{H_n(\theta) + R_n(l_n, \theta)}{H_n(\theta) + R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta)}. \quad (67)$$

Let $\delta$ be a real number such that $0 < \delta < 1$. We denote $g(n, M, \delta)$ as the fundamental gain of the context memorization on the family of FSMX sources $\mathcal{P}^d$ on a sequence of length $n$ using a context sequence of length $M$ for a fraction $1 - \delta$ of the sources,
which is defined as follows:

\[ g(n, \mathcal{M}, \delta) = \sup_{z \in \mathbb{R}} \left\{ z : P \left[ Q(l_n, l_{n|M}, \theta) \geq z \right] \geq 1 - \delta \right\}. \tag{68} \]

In other words, the fundamental gain of memorization is at least \( g(n, \mathcal{M}, \delta) \) for a fraction \( 1 - \delta \) of the sources in the family. The following is a trivial lower bound on the context memorization gain.

**Fact 3** The fundamental gain of context memorization is: \( g(n, \mathcal{M}, \delta) \geq 1 \).

*Proof:* Note that there exists \( l_{n|M} \) such that for all \( l_n \), we have \( R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta) \leq R_n(l_n, \theta) \). The rational is that CompCM works no worse than Comp. Thus, we have \( Q(l_n, l_{n|M}, \theta) \geq 1 \) and the claim follows. \( \square \)

Fact 3 simply states that the context memorization does not degrade the performance of the universal compression. To obtain a lower bound on the memorization gain \( g(n, \mathcal{M}, \delta) \), we need a lower bound on \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \). Further, we require a useful upper bound on \( R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta) \). In Theorem 3, we established the desired lower bound on \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \), i.e., the redundancy of Comp. In order to obtain an upper bound on the redundancy of CompCM, we use the known results on Context Tree Weighting (CTW) [39]. Note that we do not claim that the CTW with memorization is the optimal scheme. In fact, the sequential compression of the symbols results in the performance loss. However, the CTW compression using context memorization provides us with a useful upper bound on the average redundancy with context memorization \( R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta) \). Willems et. al. proved that CTW is an optimal compression scheme in the sense that it achieves Rissanen’s lower bound in Fact 1. Let \( \lambda_n \) denote the CTW universal length function. Drmota et. al. derived the average redundancy of the CTW [11]:

**Fact 4** The average redundancy of the Context Tree Weighting (CTW) algorithm is
given by

\[ R_n(\lambda_n, \theta) = \frac{d}{2} \log \left( \frac{2n}{\pi e} \right) + 2d + f_0(\theta) - E_n + O \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} \right), \]  \hspace{1cm} (69)

where \( f_0(\theta) \) is only a function of the parameter vector \( \theta \) and \( E_n \approx \frac{d}{2} \) is the erratic part of the redundancy.

Note that Fact 4 is a strong result in the sense that it precisely characterizes the average redundancy for all parameters \( \theta \) and all sequences for all ranges of \( n \). Denote \( \lambda_{n|M} \) as the CTW universal length function using memorization of the context of length \( M \). By memorization of the context, we mean that a sequence of length \( M \) from the source has already been encoded using the CTW. Then, the resulting context tree is used for the compression of the sequence of length \( n \). Let \( R_n(\lambda_{n|M}, \theta) \) denote the expected redundancy of encoding the source with parameter \( \theta \) using the CTW length function \( \lambda_{n|M} \). The following characterizes the redundancy for the compression of the length \( n \) sequence.

**Fact 5** The average redundancy of CompCM (the compression with context memorization) is upper bounded as

\[ R_n(l_{n|M}, \theta) \leq \hat{R}(n, M), \]  \hspace{1cm} (70)

where

\[ \hat{R}(n, M) \triangleq \frac{d}{2} \log \left( 1 + \frac{n}{M} \right) + 2. \]  \hspace{1cm} (71)

**Proof:** Fact 4 describes the average redundancy of the CTW. As can be seen in (69), only the first term and the erratic redundancy are significant functions of \( n \). In other words, the rest are upper bounded by a constant overhead for any sequence length. Therefore, when the context is already memorized, there is no extra overhead cost except for the penalty of the integer-length codeword requirement. We further assume that the difference between the erratic redundancy terms at lengths \( M \) and
\( n + \mathcal{M} \) is negligible. Since the CTW algorithm is sequential, \( R_n(\lambda_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta) \) is obtained as
\[
R_n(\lambda_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta) = R_{\mathcal{M}+n}(\lambda_{\mathcal{M}+n}, \theta) - R_{\mathcal{M}}(\lambda_{\mathcal{M}}, \theta) + C_1,
\]
where \( C_1 \) arises due to the integer-length codeword requirement and \( C_1 < 2 \). Then, the result in Fact 5 is obtained by noting that
\[
R_n(l_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta) \leq R_n(\lambda_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta).
\]

Fact 5 sets an upper bound on the average redundancy of compression using context memorization.

### 6.2 Main Results on the Context Memorization Gain

We are now equipped to establish a lower bound on the fundamental gains obtained when context memorization is leveraged to achieve a better compression rate in CompCM. The next theorem characterizes the fundamental gains:

**Theorem 4** Assume that the parameter vector \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior in the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources \( \mathcal{P}^d \). Then,
\[
g(n, \mathcal{M}, \delta) \geq 1 + \frac{R_n + \log(\delta) - \hat{R}(n, \mathcal{M})}{H_n(\theta) + \hat{R}(n, \mathcal{M})},
\]
where \( R_n \) is the average minimax redundancy defined in (11).

**Proof:** First note that
\[
Q(l_n, l_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta) = \frac{E l_n(X^n)}{E l_{n|\mathcal{M}}(X^n)} \geq \frac{E l_n(X^n)}{E \lambda_{n|\mathcal{M}}(X^n)}
\]
\[
= \frac{H_n(\theta) + R_n(l_n, \theta)}{H_n(\theta) + R_n(\lambda_{n|\mathcal{M}}, \theta)}
\]
\[
\geq \frac{H_n(\theta) + \tilde{R}(n, \mathcal{M})}{H_n(\theta) + \hat{R}(n, \mathcal{M})}
\]
\[
\triangleq \tilde{Q}(l_n, \mathcal{M}, \delta),
\]
where the inequality in (76) is due to Fact 5. Further, let \( \hat{g}(n, m, \delta) \) be defined as

\[
\hat{g}(n, M, \delta) \triangleq \sup_{z \in \mathbb{R}} \left\{ z : P \left[ \hat{Q}(l_n, M, \delta) \geq z \right] \geq 1 - \delta \right\}. \tag{78}
\]

Equation (77) implies

\[
P \left[ Q(l_n, l_n | M, \theta) \geq z \right] \geq P \left[ \hat{Q}(l_n, M, \delta) \geq z \right]. \tag{79}
\]

Thus,

\[
g(n, M, \delta) \geq \hat{g}(n, M, \delta). \tag{80}
\]

We can now apply Theorem 3 to \( R_n(l_n, \theta) \) in (76) with the proper choice of \( \epsilon \) in order to obtain a lower bound on \( \hat{g}(n, M, \delta) \), which will complete the proof.

Let \( g(n, \infty, \delta) \) be defined as the achievable gain of context memorization where there is no constraint on the size of the context, i.e., the encoder and the decoder have access to an infinite length sequence from the source \( P \).

\[
g(n, \infty, \delta) \triangleq \lim_{M \to \infty} g(n, M, \delta) \tag{81}
\]

The following Corollary quantifies the achievable context memorization gain when there is no restriction on the memory size, which is obtained by taking \( \lim_{M \to \infty} \hat{R}(n, M) \).

**Corollary 4** Assume that the parameter vector \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior in the universal compression of the family of FSMX sources \( P^d \). Then,

\[
g(n, \infty, \delta) \geq 1 + \frac{R_n + \log(\delta) - 2}{H_n(\theta) + 2}. \tag{82}
\]

Next, we consider the case where the sequence length \( n \) grows to infinity. Intuitively, we would expect that the context memorization gain become negligible for the compression of long sequences, i.e., large \( n \). Let \( g(\infty, M, \delta) \) be the context memorization gain for the universal compression of an infinite length sequence, defined as

\[
g(\infty, M, \delta) \triangleq \lim_{n \to \infty} g(n, M, \delta). \tag{83}
\]
In the following, we claim that the context memorization does not provide any benefit in this case.

**Fact 6** The context memorization gain for an infinite-length sequence is given as $$g(\infty, \mathcal{M}, \delta) = 1$$.

**Proof:** As $$n \to \infty$$, an asymptotically optimal universal compression scheme (one that asymptotically achieves the entropy of the sequences) would have a redundancy that is $$o(n)$$. Therefore,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{E_l n(X^n)}{H_n(\theta)} = 1.$$  \hfill (84)

Since entropy is the absolute lower bound on the achievable expected codeword length and $$E_{l_{|\mathcal{M}}}(X^n) \leq E_{l_{n}}(X^n)$$, we have

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{E_{l_{n|M}}(X^n)}{H_n(\theta)} = 1,$$  \hfill (85)

which proves the claim. $\blacksquare$

Finally, we note that these results are also applicable to the practical scenario, where we have a library of sequences that consists of several independent sequences from the same source $$P$$ that need to be compressed and stored individually. Therefore, the sequences may not be concatenated and stored. Our results in the first part of the thesis quantify the performance limits of the compression, when each file is compressed and stored without regard to the rest of the sequences in the library. On the other hand, since the sequences share the same context, we may consider the concatenation of all of the sequences in the library as a memorized context $$y^\mathcal{M}$$ for the compression of the sequence $$x^n$$. Roughly speaking, this approximation is valid when the length of the individual sequences in the library are fairly large compared to the depth of the context tree so that they capture the statistics of the source. Therefore, the results in the second part of the thesis will quantify the benefits of the context memorization in the compression of $$x^n$$.  
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Figure 7: Lower bound on the context memorization gain, $g(n, M, 0.05)$, as a function of sequence length $n$ for various $M$.

### 6.3 Significance of the Results

In this section, we demonstrate the significance of the context memorization gain through an example. We again consider a first-order Markov source with alphabet size $k = 256$. In Figure 7, the lower bound on the context memorization gain is demonstrated as a function of the sequence length $n$ for different values of $M$. As can be seen, significant improvement in the compression may be achieved using context memorization. For example, the lower bound on $g(1\text{MB}, M, 0.05)$ is equal to 1.084, 1.120, 1.144, and 1.154, when the context parameter $M$ is 128kB, 512kB, 2MB, and 8MB, respectively. Further, $g(1\text{MB}, \infty, 0.05) = 1.158$. As demonstrated in Figure 7, the gain of a context of length 8MB is very close to $g(n, \infty, \delta)$, and hence, increasing the context memory beyond 8MB does not result in the significant increase
of the memorization gain. We further observe that as \( n \to \infty \), the context memorization gain becomes negligible. For example, at \( n = 32\text{MB} \) and \( M \to \infty \), we have 
\[
g(32\text{MB}, \infty, 0.05) \approx 1.01,
\]
which is a negligible improvement. On the other hand, at \( n = 128\text{kB} \) and \( M = 8\text{MB} \), we have 
\[
g(32\text{MB}, 8\text{MB}, 0.05) \approx 1.51,
\]
i.e., more than 50\% improvement is achieved in the compression performance with memorization of a context of length 8MB.
CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we investigated the average redundancy rate of universal coding schemes on FSMX sources in the finite-length regime. We derived a lower bound on the probability of the event that an information source chosen using Jeffreys’ prior from the family of FSMX information sources is not compressible beyond any certain redundancy level. This work may be viewed as the finite-length extension of the previous asymptotic results. We demonstrated that the average minimax redundancy underestimates the performance of source coding in the small to moderate length sequences for sources with small number of parameters. We also compared the performance of two-stage codes with conditional two-stage codes, where we showed that the penalty term of two-stage coding is negligible for sources with large $d$ as well as for the sequences of sufficient lengths. Further, we demonstrated that as the number of source parameters grow very large, the minimax redundancy provides accurate estimate for the performance of the source coding. We also showed that the redundancy is significant in the compression of small to medium length sequences with large number of source parameters. Finally, we concluded that the context memorization can significantly improve the performance of source coding when the sequence length is small or moderate and the number of source parameters are not too small.
APPENDIX A

PROOF OF LEMMA 1

We have

\[ E \log \left( \frac{\mu_\theta(X^n)}{\mu_\gamma(X^n)} \right) = \sum_{x^n} \mu_\theta(x^n) \log \left( \frac{\mu_\theta(x^n)}{\mu_\gamma(x^n)} \right) \]

\[ = D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) + \sum_{x^n} \mu_\theta(x^n) \log \left( \frac{\mu_\beta(x^n)}{\mu_\gamma(x^n)} \right) \]

\[ = D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) + \sum_{x^n} \min_{\phi_i \in \Phi_m} \mu_\theta(x^n) \log \left( \frac{\mu_\beta(x^n)}{\mu_{\phi_i}(x^n)} \right) \quad (86) \]

\[ \geq D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) - f_n(\Phi_m, \theta), \quad (87) \]

where \( f_n(\Phi_m, \theta) \) is given by

\[ f_n(\Phi_m, \theta) = \sum_{x^n: \gamma \neq \beta} \mu_\theta(x^n) \log \left( \frac{1}{\mu_\beta(x^n)} \right). \quad (88) \]

Note that the sum is taken over all sequences \( x^n \) whose best estimate \( \gamma \) is not equal to \( \beta \). Our goal is to show find an upper bound on \( f_n(\Phi_m, \theta) \).

As the length \( n \) of the sequence increases, the source parameters concentrate around the mean and the tail of the distribution becomes exponentially small. Let \( \hat{\theta}(X^n) \) be an estimator of \( \theta \). Let \( \Sigma_\theta(\hat{\theta}(X^n)) \) be the covariance matrix for the estimator \( \hat{\theta}(X^n) \). According to the Cramer-Rao bound, we have

\[ \Sigma_\theta(\hat{\theta}(X^n)) \succeq n I_n(\theta), \quad (89) \]

i.e., for all \( \theta \in \Theta^d \),

\[ \frac{1}{n} \theta^T \Sigma_\theta(\hat{\theta}(X^n)) \theta \geq \theta^T I_n(\theta) \theta. \quad (90) \]

Thus, assuming that the central limit theorem conditions hold, the probability distributions \( \mu_\theta \) and \( \mu_\beta \) are well approximated with normal distributions. Let \( G_\theta(\cdot) \) be
defined as
\[ G_\theta(\hat{\theta}) = \frac{n^{\frac{1}{2}}|I_n(\theta)|^{\frac{1}{2}}}{(2\pi)^{\frac{d}{2}}} \exp \left( -\frac{n}{2}(\hat{\theta} - \theta)^T I_n(\theta)(\hat{\theta} - \theta) \right). \] (91)

Thus, assuming that \( \hat{\theta} \) is the maximum likelihood estimate for the unknown parameter \( \theta \) given the sequence \( x^n \), we have
\[
f_n(\Phi^m, \theta) \approx \int_{G_\gamma(\hat{\theta}) > G_\beta(\hat{\theta})} G_\theta(\hat{\theta}) \log \left( \frac{1}{G_\beta(\hat{\theta})} \right)
\]
\[
\leq \int_{D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta) \geq D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta)} G_\theta(\hat{\theta}) \log \left( \frac{1}{G_\beta(\hat{\theta})} \right) \tag{92}
\]
Therefore, by working out details we can show that
\[
f_n(\Phi^m, \theta) = O \left( \exp \left( -\frac{n}{2}(\beta - \theta)^T I_n(\theta)(\beta - \theta) \right) \right) \tag{93}
\]
Note that as discussed in the proof of Lemma 2, we have
\[
\frac{n}{2}(\beta - \theta)^T I_n(\theta)(\beta - \theta) \approx \frac{1}{\log e} D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta), \tag{94}
\]
and hence,
\[
f_n(\Phi^m, \theta) = O \left( 2^{-D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_\beta)} \right), \tag{95}
\]
which completes the proof. ■
APPENDIX B

PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Let \( f(\theta) = D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) \). We may use Taylor series to characterize \( f(\theta) \) for \( \theta \) close to \( \beta \).

\[
\frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) \approx \mathcal{E}_\beta(\theta) + O(||\theta - \beta||^3),
\]

(96)

where

\[
\mathcal{E}_\beta(\theta) = \frac{\log e}{2} (\theta - \beta)^T I_n(\beta)(\theta - \beta)
\]

(97)

Since we have

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) = 0,
\]

(98)

the error term of \( O(||\theta - \beta||^3) \) is negligible. Further, note that \( \mathcal{E}_\beta(\theta) \leq \delta \), where \( \delta > 0 \), defines an ellipsoid on the \( d \)-dimensional space of \( \theta \). It is straightforward to demonstrate that the volume of the ellipsoid is given by

\[
V_d(\beta, \delta) = \frac{C_d}{|I(\beta)|^{\frac{d}{2}}} \left( \frac{2\delta}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}},
\]

(99)

where \( C_d \) is the volume of the \( d \)-dimensional unit ball. Moreover, since \( \theta \) follows Jeffreys’ prior, the probability measure covered by the ellipsoid is given by

\[
P[\mathcal{E}_\beta(\theta) \leq \delta] = V_d(\beta, \delta) \left( \frac{|I(\beta)|^{\frac{d}{2}}}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \right)
\]

\[= \frac{C_d}{\int |I(\theta)|^{\frac{d}{2}} d\theta} \left( \frac{2\delta}{\log e} \right)^{\frac{d}{2}}.\]

(100)

Thus, the volume defined by \( \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta || \mu_\beta) < \delta \) is almost equal to the volume \( \mathcal{E}_\beta(\theta) < \delta \), which completes the proof of the first claim. Although the volume of the ellipsoid depends on the point \( \beta \) in the parameter space, the probability measure of the ellipsoid does not depend on \( \beta \).
For the second claim, let the event $\mathcal{V}_i$ be defined as

$$\mathcal{V}_i = \left\{ \omega \in \Omega : \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_{\phi_i}) < \delta \right\}. \quad (101)$$

Note that there are $2^m$ choices for $\phi_i$. For all $1 < i < 2^m$, in the first claim, we found an upper bound on the probability of the event $\mathcal{V}_i$. Thus, using the union bound, we can upper bound the probability of $\bigcup_{i=1}^{2^m} \mathcal{V}_i$. Define the following event.

$$\mathcal{W} = \left\{ \omega \in \Omega : \min_i \frac{1}{n} D_n(\mu_\theta||\mu_{\phi_i}) < \delta \right\}. \quad (102)$$

The second claim is obtained by noting that

$$\mathcal{W} = \bigcup_{i=1}^{2^m} \mathcal{V}_i. \quad (103)$$
APPENDIX C

PROOF OF LEMMA 3

First, note that

\[ R_n(l_{2p}^2, \theta) - R_n(l_{c2p}^2, \theta) = \mathbb{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{A_m(\gamma(X^n))} \right). \] (104)

According to (40), \( m \) increases as \( \epsilon \) decreases until \( \epsilon \) is minimized and the average minimax redundancy is achieved as in (43). Let \( |S_m(\gamma)| \) be the number of the sequences whose optimally estimated point (maximum likelihood estimation) is \( \gamma \). Increasing \( m \) results in the increase of the number of the estimate points. Thus, \( |S_m(\gamma)| \) decreases with \( m \) on the average and so does \( A_m(\gamma) \). Therefore, we would conclude that \( \mathbb{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{A_m(\gamma(X^n))} \right) \) is an increasing function of \( m \). As discussed earlier, we optimized \( m \) in order to find the best lower bound on the redundancy in Theorem 1. As can be seen in (40), the optimal value of \( m \) is decreasing with \( \epsilon \). Thus, in order to maximize \( \mathbb{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{A_m(\gamma(X^n))} \right) \), we would need to minimize \( \epsilon \). As discussed in the proof of Theorem 2, by minimizing \( \epsilon \), we obtain the average minimax redundancy. Therefore, we have

\[ \mathbb{E} \log \left( \frac{1}{A_m(\gamma(X^n))} \right) \leq R_n^{2p} - R_n^{c2p}, \] (105)

Note that the conditional two-stage codes achieve the average minimax redundancy of the regular codes, i.e., \( R_n^{c2p} = R_n \). Thus,

\[ R_n^{2p} - R_n^{c2p} = g(d) + O \left( \frac{1}{n} \right). \] (106)
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